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What we are trying to achieve?

Design solutions that improve
operability and maximize the
performance of the supply chain.

Adding value to your logistical solutions. 

How do we achieve this?

We work with our clients to design,
build and deploy turnkey projects
for distribution centers.

What do we guarantee?

We add value to our clients by
optimizing their supply chain. Put at
your disposal our commercial and
technical infrastructure in various
parts of the world and a team of
professionals who guarantee the
quality of projects from start to
finish every day.

Why are we the ideal supplier?

We have more than 35 years of
experience on sortation, material
handling, storage, control, and
intralogistics.

We have dozens of fulfilled projects
worldwide that backup our
experience and quality.

Invenova as a company



Sorting Solutions 

Smart
     Technology

We have a variety of high-capacity
solutions to distribute materials to
multiple destinations. We can
provide you with the best solution
considering an optimal ROI. 
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MEZZANINE

Metal mezzanine structures
that allow efficient use of the
useful height of the
warehouse. They are mainly
used to duplicate the areas
where they are installed.

These solutions can be
complemented with a variety
of equipment like: shelves,
assortment lines, conveyors,
etc.

Quick and simple
assembly

Taking advantage
of available spaces Reusable
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SHELVING

Storage system designed for
medium and heavy loads,
whose handling unit are
generally palletized
products. The definition of
the design is subject to the
characteristics of the load
units.

These systems take
advantage of the useful
height of the warehouse they
are installed in.
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Greater inventory
capacity

Taking advantage
of available spaces.

Operation
order



PASSARELLA

Multi-level storage system, generally supported by a
Selective Rack structure or a shelf on two or more
levels. They are mainly used to increase the capacity
of an specific area without losing the availability of
picking the material for its rapid supply.

Maximum use of
warehouse height

Good capacity
and availability

ratio

Avoid
picking risks
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AS / RS

Automated systems for pallet
storage. Requires induction
and extraction zones of the
products. They are high
density stock systems.

They are usually installed in
freestanding warehouses
30m high and are controlled
by its own WCS.

Automated
system

Maximizes pallet
stock capacity

Can be sequenced
with assortment

processes
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MINI LOADS

Automated
system

Maximizes boxes
stock capacity

Can be sequenced
with assortment

processes
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Automated systems for the storage of boxes. Requires
induction and extraction zones of the products. They are
systems of high density and availability of stock.
Specific solution to work with boxes or containers of light
loads, normally between 5 and up tu 50 Kg per container.



Success Stories

Mezzanine type solution with 3 floors. This
solution gave Yale the possibility to increase y 4
times the amount of stock in the same area with
a much efficient overhead conveyor system.

Yale

Mezzanine type solution with 2 floors and ready
to expand to a 3rd floor. System designed to
store and distribute hanging and flat garment
with over head conveyor and PTL systems.

Julio

Project with multiple solutions: overhead
conveyor with multiple storage levels for
hang/flat garments, mezzanine structure with
shelvings for shoes sorting systems by Put To
Light, e-commerce, and WMS.

Promoda

Systems such as mini load AS/RSs, sorters, and
conveyors, were installed to give a processing
capacity of 25,000 pairs/hr. and handle over
100,000 SKUs, greatly reducing the necessary
number of employees 

Skechers
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(613) 596 5105

www.invenova.ca/

info@invenova.ca

Suite 202, 1150 Morrison Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario, K2H 8S9

Av. Coyoacán 1878,
Col. del Valle, CDMX

Clients

+35 years.         +250 projects.         +100 Satisfied clients.
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Worldwide systems on
material movement.

Cutting edge technology
application.

Worldwide classification teams.

Improve productivity and efficiency
through overhead conveyors.

Innovative solutions on intralogistics.

Alliances

Carefully selected to add value to your projects.
We have strategic alliances with intralogistics leaders.

tel:5555555555
mailto:info@invenova.ca

